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(SEC-2) Latex Lab Exercise  

 Common for B.Sc. and BCA V Semester 

 

Part-A  

 

1. Write the Latex command to print pmatrix, bmatrix, Bmatrix, vmatrix,Vmatrix.  

2. Write code to produce the following equations and refer to the below equations in your 

Latex  document.  

     and          

 

  

3. Write code to generate the following table in Latex 

 

Items Quantity Price(Rs) 

Idli 1 25 

Dosa 2 40 

Coffee 1 20 

Vada 2 20 

4. Write latex commands to insert an image in PDF and JPEG format into your document in 

Latex.  

5. Write the latex code to get the following output  

Courses offered  

1.B.Sc  

 PCM  

 PMCs  

 CBZ 

2. BCA  

3. B.Com  

4. BBA 

5. B.A  

 HEG  

 HEK 

 HSG 
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Part-B  

6.  Write the latex commands to carry out the following operations  

 Set paper size to A4, margin to 2 inches and orientation to landscape.  

 Insert a web address in blue color.  

 Insert a link to local files in Magenta color.  

7. Write an algorithm to check whether the given number is prime or not using latex 

commands.  

8. Using beamer class create a simple presentation of 3 slides with the following features ∙ 

Highlight important text  

 Use Madrid theme  

 Two column slide  

9. Using latex commands create a model question paper for 20 marks with two sections.  

10. Using latex commands create a simple resume of yours. 

Latex 

 
LaTeX is pronounced as 'lah-tech' or 'lay-tech.' which is distributed under the LPPL (Latex 

Project Public License). It is based on TEX, a typesetting language designed for science and 

math. Both LATEX and TEX contain a variety of font styles, such as serif, typewriter, and a 

set of mathematical functions. It is an open-source and powerful document preparation 

system. It is high- quality typesetting, which can be used for any publishing. It is often used 

for scientific publications and medium to large technical documents. It is not a word processor 

or any word document, but it is an efficient way for the publishers and the authors to organize 

their materials. It gives a unique appearance to the system. It saves the time for designing as 

well as the efforts used for the documents. 

 

The Latex system handles the layout and formatting of the structures using familiar concepts 

of the section, table, figure, chapter, etc. It follows the philosophy of separate presentation, 

i.e., separating the writing contents and the visual appearance so that the authors can focus 

more on the content rather than its appearance. It is named as the standard for the 

communication and publication of the technical or scientific documents. 
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Features of Latex 

 Latex is a markup language and free license software. It includes a set 

of built-in    commands. 

 It is a mode of mathematical and special symbols. 

 LaTeX is generally distributed along with plain TEX, i.e., it provides a set of 

macros for TEX to interpret. The other macros for TEX are Plain TEX, GNU 

Texinfo, etc. 

 LaTeX is not compatible with the GNU (General Public License). It is available 

on most of the operating systems like UNIX, BSD, Linux, Windows, DOS, etc. 

 

IN LATEX LAB WE USE TEXMAKER AND MIKTEX SOFTWARE 

 
 

Installation of Latex 

For LaTeX, you need to download MiKTeX and Texmaker. MiKTeX is a Latex distribution, a 

vast collection of files, and is essential for Latex. Texmaker is called a specialized editor and 

helps in the Latex workflow. Installing the editor is optional but it makes the Latex easier. The 

process will take some time. Below are the steps for the download and installation of Latex: 

 Search for MiKTeX in any browser. 

 As the page opens, click on MiKTeX.org and select the 'Download' option given at the 

top. 

 Now, click on the 'All downloads' option. You will see the window appear like the 

image shown below: 
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texmaker  

It is termed as the Latex editor, which eases the work. With this, we do not need to use 

'command prompt' in the future. You can also make the folder to place all the latex files at one 

place. 

 

 

 

  

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

Open the Texmaker and look at the image given below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Texmaker is an editor with the text window, structure window, toolbars, functions, and 

status bar. 

The white portion shows the text or writing window, and the black part shows the structure 

window. It contains a link to chapters, sections, tables, equations, etc. 
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Features of TEXMAKER 

The features of Texmaker are given below: 

 It includes spell checking while typing. 

 The Latex commands can be quickly inserted while typing. For example, if you type a word, 

all the commands corresponding to that words will be shown. You can select any of the 

commands from that drop-down list according to the requirements. The image for this example 

is shown below: 
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Part-A  

 

1. Write the Latex command to print pmatrix, bmatrix, Bmatrix, vmatrix,Vmatrix.  

 
\documentclass[10pt]{article}    

\usepackage{mathtools}   

\begin{document}  

\begin{center} 

\begin{large} 

\textbf{Display of pmatrix} 

\end{large} 

\end{center} 

\[  

 A= 

\begin{pmatrix} 

1 & 2 & 3\\ 

a & b & c 

\end{pmatrix} 

\]  

\begin{center} 

\begin{large} 

\textbf{Display of bmatrix} 

\end{large} 

\end{center} 

\[ 

B=\begin{bmatrix} 

1 & 2 & 3\\ 

a & b & c 

\end{bmatrix} 

\]  

\begin{center} 

\begin{large} 

\textbf{Display of BMATRIX} 

\end{large} 

\end{center} 

\[ 

C=\begin{Bmatrix} 

1 & 2 & 3\\ 

a & b & c 

\end{Bmatrix} 

\] 

\begin{center} 

\begin{large} 

\textbf{Display of vmatrix} 

\end{large} 

\end{center} 

\[ 

V=\begin{vmatrix} 

1 & 2 & 3\\ 

a & b & c 

\end{vmatrix} 

\] 

\begin{center} 

\begin{large} 

\textbf{Display of VMATRIX} 

\end{large} 

\end{center} 

\[ 

Z=\begin{Vmatrix} 
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1 & 2 & 3\\ 

a & b & c 

\end{Vmatrix} 

\] 

\end{document}  

 

OUTPUT 

 

 

 

2. Write code to produce the following equations and refer to the below equations in your Latex  

document.  

            

 and 

  

 

 
\documentclass[12pt]{article}    

\begin{document}   

\begin{equation}   

y=\sqrt{\frac{x^2}{Z}}t\label{Eq:square} 

\end{equation} 

this is ( \ref{Eq:square} )using this we find result 

\end{document}   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OUTPUT 
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\documentclass[12pt]{article}       

\begin{document}   

\begin{equation} 

\frac{d}{dx} \int_{0}^{\infty} f(s)\,ds=dx \label{Eq:differential}   

\end{equation} 

this is( \ref{Eq:differential} )used to find Differential  Equation 

\end{document}   

 
OUTPUT 
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3. Write code to generate the following table in Latex 

 

 

Items  Quantity  Price(Rs)  

Idli  1 25 

Dosa  2 40 

Coffee  1 20 

Vada  2 20 

 

\documentclass[a4paper]{article}   

\begin{document} 

\begin{center}   

\begin{large} 

\textbf{JSS College Canteen Chamarajanagar}\vspace{3mm}\\   

\end{large}    

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}   

\hline   

Items &Quantity &Price(Rs) \\ \hline   

Idli&1&25\\ \hline   

Dosa&2&40\\ \hline   

Coffee&1&20\\ \hline   

Voda&2&20\\ \hline   

\end{tabular}   

\end{center}   

\end{document}   

 

OUTPUT 
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4. Write latex commands to insert an image in PDF and JPEG format into your document in 

Latex.  
\documentclass[12pt]{article}   

\usepackage{graphicx}   

\begin{document}   

\begin{center} 

\begin{Large} 

Image Insert into PDF Document 

\end{Large} 

\end{center} 

\graphicspath{ {d:/images/} }   

\includegraphics[scale=0.35]{1}\\   

The image of the Cycle is given above.   

\end{document}  

 

OUTPUT 
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5. Write the latex code to get the following output  

 

Courses offered  

1.B.Sc  

 PMCS  

 EMCS  

 SMCS  

2.BCA  

3.B.Com  

4.B.A  

 HEG  

 HEK 

 HSG 

 

\documentclass[12pt,a4paper]{article}   

\begin{document}   

\begin{center}   

 \begin{large} 

 \textbf{JSS College for Women Chamarajanagar}\\   

\end{large}    

\end{center}   

\textbf{Courses Offered} 

\begin{enumerate}   

\item B.Sc 

\begin{itemize}   

\item PCM   

\item PMCs   

\item CBZ   

\end{itemize}   

\item BCA   

\item B.COM 

\item BBA 

\item B.A 

\begin{itemize}  

\item HEG 

\item HEK 

\item HSG 

\end{itemize} 

\end{enumerate}   

\end{document}   

 

OUTPUT 
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PART B 

 

6. Write the latex commands to carry out the following operations  

 Set paper size to A4, margin to 2 inches and orientation to landscape.  

 Insert a web address in blue color.  

 Insert a link to local files in Magenta color.  

\documentclass{article} 

\usepackage{geometry} 

\geometry{a4paper, landscape, margin=2in} 

\usepackage{hyperref} 

\hypersetup{ 

    colorlinks=true, 

    linkcolor=blue, 

    filecolor=magenta,       

    urlcolor=cyan, 

    pdftitle={JSS College}, 

    pdfpagemode=FullScreen, 

    } 

\begin{document} 

\begin{center} 

\begin{large} 

\textbf{JSS College for Women Chamarajanagar} 

\end{large} 

\end{center} 

\section{About the College} 

\href{run:D:/anujna.pdf}{This is my link} 

for College details  see \href{http://www.jsscwchn.com} {JSS College} 

or go to the url: \url{http://www.jsscwchn.com} 

\end{document} 
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OUTPUT 

 

7. Write an code to generate prime  numbers for  the given number  using latex commands.  

 
\documentclass{article} 

\usepackage{tkz-euclide} 

\newif\ifcomma 

\newcommand{\primes}[1]{% 

  \commafalse% 

  \foreach\numb in {1,...,#1}{% 

     \pgfmathisprime{\numb}% 

     \ifnum\pgfmathresult=1 

       \ifcomma,\numb\else\numb\global\commatrue\fi% 

     \fi% 

  }% 

} 

\begin{document} 

\textbf{Prime Nubmers:} 

\primes{10} 

\end{document}  

OUTPUT 
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8. Using beamer class create a simple presentation of 3 slides with the following 

features ∙ Highlight important text  

 Use Madrid theme  

 Two column slide  

 

 \documentclass{beamer} 
\usetheme{Madrid} 

\usecolortheme{default} 

\title[JSS College for Women Chamarajanagar]{} 

\author{Mallesha R} 

\date{2021} 

\begin{document} 

\begin{frame} 

\frametitle{About JSS College} 

Those were the days when higher education was considered a privilege of 

only the affluent families of the society in and around the then 

\alert{Chamarajanagar} town. Getting higher education was only a matter of 

dream for the socially and economically backward people of the town and 

nearby villages of this area.  

\begin{block}{B.Sc} 

PMCs PCM 

\end{block} 

 

\begin{alertblock}{Commerece} 

B.Com and BBA 

\end{alertblock} 

\end{frame} 

\begin{frame} 

\frametitle{Computer Scicnce} 

In order to impart knowledge and training to students in the State of the 

art – computer applications in our esteemed college the computer science 

department was inaugurated on 2nd  September 2006 with BSc – PMCs course. 

It was inaugurated by Prof. K V Kodhandaramaiah, Collegiate Eductiaon 

Director, Prof. C M Mani, Principal JSS College for Women, Chamarajanagar, 

Prof. K S Narasingarao, Principal IST Grade College, Mandya. The department 

introduced the BCA course in 2013. The department has well-equipped 

Laboratories with internet facility. 

\begin{block}{Strength} 

Around 180 students are present in Computer Science 

\end{block} 

 

\begin{alertblock}{Facilities} 

Sample text in red box 

\end{alertblock} 

 

\begin{examples} 

Sample text in green box. The title of the block is ``Examples". 

\end{examples} 

\end{frame} 

\begin{frame} 

\frametitle{Facilities} 

\begin{columns} 

\column{0.5\textwidth} 

\begin{itemize} 

\item Computers 

\item Internet Speed 

\end{itemize} 

 

\column{0.5\textwidth} 
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\begin{itemize} 

\item 70 terminals 

\item 100MBPS 

\end{itemize} 

\end{columns} 

\end{frame} 

\end{document} 

 

OUTPUT 
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9. Using latex commands create a model question paper for 20 marks with two sections.  

 
\documentclass{exam} 

\renewcommand{\thesection}{\Roman{section}}  

\begin{document} 

\begin{center} 

\begin{Large} 

\textbf{JSS College for Women Chamarajanagar}\\ 

\vspace{5mm} 

I Internals Test Jaunary 2022\\ 

\vspace{2mm} 

Subject:JAVA 

\end{Large} 

\end{center} 

Time :1hrs \hspace{140mm}Marks:20 

\section{Answer Any 2 Questions From Following } 

\begin{questions} 

\question what is JAVA?Explain Features of Java. \hspace{80mm}5 

\question what is Operator? Explain any two Operators with example 

\hspace{50mm}5 

\question Discuss Dicision Making Statements with Example \hspace{65mm}5 

\end{questions} 

\section{Answer Any 2 Questions From Following} 

\begin{questions} 

\question What is Method Overloading?Expalin With Example \hspace{62mm}5 

\question Discuss Different types of Inheritance with Example 

\hspace{64mm}5 

\question Expalin try and Catch with Example \hspace{87mm}5 

\end{questions} 

\end{document} 
 

OUTPUT 
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10. Using latex commands create a simple resume of yours. 

 
\documentclass{article} 

\usepackage[a4paper, total={6in,11in}]{geometry} 

\begin{document} 

\begin{center} 

\begin{large} 

CURRICULUM VITAE 

\end{large} 

\end{center} 

\begin{flushright}   

\textsf{Mallesha R}\\   

Phone Number:7349555800\\ 

E-Mail:csdeptmys@gmail.com  

\end{flushright}  

\begin{large} 

Objective:\\ 

\rule{\textwidth}{2pt} 

\end{large} 

To secure a challenging position in a reputable organization to expand my 

learnings, knowledge, and skills. Secure a responsible career opportunity 

to fully utilize my training and skills, while making a significant 

contribution to the success of the company.\\ 

\\ 

\begin{large} 

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT\\ 

\vspace{1mm} 

\rule{\textwidth}{2pt} 

Course :MCA\\ 

College:Maharaja Institute of Technology\\ 

Score: 76\\ 

Year of Passing:2011\\ 

\vspace{1mm}\\ 

Course :B.Sc[P.M.Cs]\\ 

College:JSS College of Arts Commerce and Science Ooty road Mysuru\\ 

Score: 69 \\ 

Year of Passing:2008\\ 

\vspace{1mm}\\ 

Course :PUC-PCMB \\ 

College:Vidyodaya PU College T Narasipura\\ 

Score: 76 \\ 

Year of Passing:2005\\ 

\vspace{1mm}\\ 

Course :SSLC \\ 

College:Govt High School Thadimalangi\\ 

Score: 75 \\ 

Year of Passing:2003\\ 

\vspace{2mm}\\ 

\end{large} 

\begin{large} 

TECHINICAL SKILLS\\ 

\rule{\textwidth}{2pt} 

Operating System :Windows7/8/10\\ 

\vspace{0.5mm}\\ 

Office Productivity tool:M S Office 2019\\ 

\vspace{0.5mm}\\ 

Programming Languages: c c++ JAVA  ASP NET\\ 

\vspace{0.5mm}\\ 

\end{large} 
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\begin{large} 

PERSONAL PROFILE\\ 

\vspace{1mm} 

\rule{\textwidth}{2pt}\\ 

Name \hspace{60mm}: \hspace{20mm}Mallesha R\\ 

Father Name\hspace{48mm}:\hspace{22mm}Revanna M\\ 

Mother Name\hspace{47mm}:\hspace{22mm}Lokamani\\ 

DoB\hspace{64mm}:\hspace{22mm}12.07.1987\\ 

Gender \hspace{58mm}:\hspace{22mm}Male\\ 

Marital Status\hspace{46mm}:\hspace{22mm}Single\\ 

Address\hspace{58mm}: \hspace{20mm}T Narasipura \vspace{8mm}\\ 

\end{large} 

I do hereby declare that above particulars of information and facts stated 

are true, correct and complete to the best of my knowledge and 

belief\vspace{8mm}\\ 

Place:\hfill Mr.Mallesha R\\ 

Date:\hfill Sign 

\end{document} 

\end{document} 
 

OUTPUT 
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***********************************THE END******************************** 
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